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abar byomkesh is a detective series written by samaresh basu and later in 2000, the first movie was
released. after many years, the two-part film abar byomkesh is released again. the movie stars abir
chatterjee as the title character and highlights a bunch of scenes that influenced the name “abar” in

the film. the film has received widespread acclaim and has been a box-office success. abar
byomkesh is the companion film to the first feature film featuring the same titular character. this

newer installment further chronicles the adventures of the enigmatically named detective. the
complex frame-work relies on a myriad of clues involving a multitude of characters and events.

featuring both english and bengali dialogues, this dramatic tale is anything but ordinary and
promises to delight the viewer on an intellectual level. abar byomkesh (2010) 720p is a bengali
adventure thriller film directed by subhash mukhopadhyay. the film depicts the story of abir b

chatterjee, an ex-cop who gets transported to the indian state of kolkata in the year 1962 where he
meets an ex-indian army major (arun) and together they solve a few cases. they meet the childhood

friend of arun (kanu). the film begins with an incident in the early 1960s when a gang steal the
picture, a proof of the assassination of the then prime minister of india. abir/byomkesh chatterjee

investigates the case, and has to unravel the truth behind this incident. later on, abir/byomkesh and
his friend ajit (saswata chatterjee) search for the identity of a local gang. but, as things start to go
out of hand, the sequence ends with a climax and a chase. the film is an adaptation of samaresh

basu's bengali novel abar byomkesh.
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the movie starts with abir chatterjee as cbi sleuth feluda set out on a case to find out the
whereabouts of an amulet that belongs to the emperor of a kingdom. once he arrives in his

hometown, we come to know that he has come back to investigate the disappearance of his family s
ashes that were at the house of one of his family members. that s when we come to know that three

years ago someone robbed his family s ashes from their house and he wants to find the intruder
before the fifty year period of exile of an ostracised member of the family expires. the plot thickens
and this happens to be a steamy, suspenseful crime drama. the mystery of a missing diamond and

the mystery of a missing member of the family, gives the film an interesting and quite different vibe
from the usual feluda series. what is for sure is that this film rewrites feluda s story and we get a

fairly new take on it. read more about abar byomkesh, check out the latest news, reviews, trailers,
artwork and more on windowsmadness. you can also check out the movie s plot, reviews, trailer,

photos and posters below for more info about the film. the progress bar indicates the percentage of
the movie that has been downloaded for the project. another great movie from sandip ray. when he
draws a feluda fan out of you, he s always going to be a winner. . chitrochor (english: the culprit)is a
2011 bengali mystery thriller film directed by sandip ray, based on his satyajit ray detective novel of
the same name. it is the first installment of the byomkesh bakshi series, and stars abir chatterjee as

the title character. 5ec8ef588b
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